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Kathleen “Kick” Kennedy was the incandescent life-force of the fabled Kennedy family, her
father’s acknowledged “favorite of all the children” and her brother Jack’s “psychological twin.”
She was the Kennedy of Kennedys, sure of her privilege, magnetically charming and somehow
not quite like anyone else on whatever stage she happened to grace.The daughter of the
American ambassador to the Court of St James’s, Kick swept into Britain’s aristocracy like a
fresh wind on a sweltering summer day. In a decaying world where everything was based on
stultifying sameness and similarity, she was gloriously, exhilaratingly different. Kick was the girl
whom all the boys fell in love with, the girl who remained painfully out of reach for most of
them.To Kick, everything about this life was fun and amusing—until suddenly it was not. For this
is also a story of how a girl like Kick, a girl who had everything, a girl who seemed made for
happiness, confronted crushing sadness. Willing to pay the price for choosing the love she
wanted, she would have to face the consequences of forsaking much that was dear to
her.Bestselling and award-winning biographer Barbara Leaming draws on her unique access to
firsthand accounts, extensive conversations with many of the key players, and previously-
unseen sources to transport us to another world, one of immense wealth, arcane rituals and
rules, glamour and tragedy, that has now disappeared forever. It was a world of dukes and
duchesses, of grand houses, of country house weekends, and of wild rich boys. But it was also a
world of blood and war, and of immeasurable loss.It was a time of complete upheaval, as
reflected in the life of this most unlikely and unforgettable central character. Kick Kennedy
reveals her story, that of a young girl learning about love, sex, and death—and doing it all at
warp speed as the world races toward war and then reels in the war’s chaotic aftermath. This is
the coming-of-age story of the female star of the Kennedy family, and ultimately a tragic,
romantic story that will break your heart.

“Strikingly original.” ―The Wall Street Journal“Evokes the luminous spirit of Kick Kennedy.”
―Vanity Fair“Candidly demystifies the life of one of the least-known Kennedys and vividly
illuminates the complex world of British aristocracy.” ―Booklist--This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.From the AuthorFrom the Author:Why I wrote Kick Kennedy:
The Charmed Life and Tragic Death of the Favorite Kennedy Daughter:Kick Kennedy is a
fascinating, complicated character. But while her story is a riveting personal drama, it is an
important piece of history as well. Most unexpectedly, the story of Kick's life between the ages
of 18 and 28 affords us a way into a normally closed world, the world of the British aristocracy,
which during those years was a world in tumultuous upheaval.When Kick arrived in England and
fell in love with the young man who was heir to one of England's great Protestant families, the
aristocracy was in the process of losing the political power and influence it had wielded for



centuries. To tell Kick's story--a story of love and war, of ambition and terrible loss--was also to
have the extraordinary opportunity to tell the story of that moment in history in a very intimate
way.The book I've written, therefore, is not the typical Kennedy story--most decidedly not--
though it is most surely also an important part of that family's history too. It is a story that takes
place largely in Great Britain between the years 1938 and 1948 as war approaches and then
changes everything forever.Writing this book was a great adventure. I love doing archival
research, and to write Kick Kennedy I worked in public and private archives on two
continents. I've worked with enormous quantities of recently released materials by and about
Kick and her world. And in addition to the letters, diaries, and scrapbooks held in public
archives, I was also generously given access to important materials still held in private
hands. But these papers were only part of what made telling this story possible. For, particularly
with Kick's own letters and diaries, it is crucially important to understand that this is a case
where a biographer cannot depend completely on what Kick writes or the scenes she
depicts. Many of Kick's letters--and even some parts of her diaries--were written as much to
conceal as to reveal. In order to accurately understand Kick's story, to know what was really
happening--especially at the most important and dramatic moments in her life--I had to to be
able to interview those in whom she confided the things she would not or could not commit to
paper. I had to be able to interview the people who were eyewitnesses to certain events, the
people who in some cases understood things Kick did not, could not.Without those interviews,
Kick's story could not be accurately told. And so this book turned out to be also a matter of luck
and timing. The interviews it required could not have been done if I had started work on the
project just a few years ago as the key witnesses are all gone now. I began to research Kick's
story when the key witnesses, the people who had been closest to her in these years, the
people with whom she had shared her most intimate confidences, were still alive and able to be
interviewed. Over the course of years, these people talked to me at length in intense and
intimate conversations about a young woman and a time that they had puzzled over and
discussed among themselves for 5 decades. These people entrusted me, as they saw it, not
merely with Kick's story, but with important history. I wrote the book because I was given a great
gift by them--the unique opportunity to see a tumultuous time in history from a very intimate
angle,to depict a world and characters who have now vanished forever.About the AuthorBarbara
Leaming is the author of three New York Times bestsellers, including her recent book Jacqueline
Bouvier Kennedy Onassis. Leaming’s book Churchill Defiant received The Emery Reves Award
from the International Churchill Centre. Her groundbreaking biography of America's 35th
President, Jack Kennedy: The Education of a Statesman was the first to detail the lifelong
influence of British history and culture and especially of Winston Churchill on JFK. Her articles
have appeared in the New York Times Magazine, Vanity Fair, the Timesof London and other
periodicals. She lives in Connecticut. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.Read more
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darkness, the vast acreage of the park empty save for animals roaming in the night. Inside the
golden stone palace, we two were alone together in a library crammed with well-loved books,
tables littered with strange and often precious objects, and a long scarlet sofa bearing the traces
of many naps by its owner. It was nearly midnight. It had been an intense evening, full of wide-
ranging conversation, which had ended with a drive through the floodlit gardens surrounding the
house.Now, for a long moment, the two of us sat in silence in the low light of the room. Two
leather chairs had been pulled round to face each other. The hands of the tall, emaciated figure
sitting opposite me played nervously over the handle of his walking stick, before he put it
aside.At the age of eighty-two he was crippled with arthritis, and the hour in the damp just now
had visibly pained him. But he had made it clear that he was not ready for the night to end. He
had ushered me into this room and closed the door as if to indicate that there was some purpose
not yet fulfilled.The silence suddenly seemed loud, and then, without warning, one long, bony
hand reached out and grabbed my wrist with shocking strength, and the old, nearly blind duke
began to tell me a story.* * *“I fancied her. I wanted to claim her for myself.” This was how the
duke began his tale.She was just starting down the stairs when he saw her first. He had been
standing at the bottom of the steps with the other boys. They were all impatiently waiting in the
Great Hall for the girls to come down from their rooms and join them for dinner.It was Friday
evening, April 15, 1938, at Cliveden, the Italianate palace on the River Thames, in
Buckinghamshire, owned by Lord and Lady Astor. Usually, house parties there were mixed
affairs comprised of adults and young people, but on the present occasion, Easter weekend, it
was exclusively the friends of the Astors’ two youngest sons, Jakie and Michael, who had been
asked to stay, though various adults would arrive for meals.Lord Andrew Cavendish, eighteen-
year-old grandson of the 9th Duke of Devonshire, suddenly broke off from the assembled group.
Long, skinny arms and legs flying, a messy mop of hair flopping over his forehead, Andrew
darted up the stairs toward the petite figure who had just appeared. He had spotted something
about her that, he later insisted, he simply had never encountered in a girl previously. The
moment she made her entrance, it was as if there was no one else in the cavernous room.Every
eye had turned to her—but it was only Andrew who had acted.He was used to being aggressive.
Indeed, by rights he should not even have been included in a house party, since he was not only
the youngest of the boys, but also the only one of the group who had yet to matriculate at
university. He was laughingly referred to by some as “the boy who couldn’t wait to grow up.” A
year earlier he had begun to insinuate himself at parties to which his older brother had been



invited.Andrew’s charm, wit, and exuberance made it impossible for most people to resist his
efforts to be included. His “constipated older brother,” as Jakie Astor jestingly and not a little
cruelly described William, Earl of Burlington, most certainly did resist, however. Billy Burlington,
as he was known, was frequently made miserable by Andrew’s intrusive presence, and he often
took it upon himself to check what he saw as the second son’s rambunctious behavior. But Billy,
aged twenty, was not present on this particular weekend, for the boisterous tone at Cliveden was
decidedly not to his taste. More often than not, he pointedly avoided the scene there.Tonight,
therefore, Andrew was most happily on his own. There was no restraining hand to prevent him
from dashing up those stairs. The girl he was rushing toward was, if truth be told, actually quite
plain in appearance. Her hair was a shade of “mousy brown” and verged on being frizzy. Her
shoulders were also unfortunate, set much too high, and her neck was far too short. In height,
she was not quite five feet three, and her figure was, at that point anyway, “on the lumpy side.”
The British girls much envied their American counterparts’ long, shapely legs. Yet, as would later
become apparent, this particular American girl was obsessed with the conviction that her legs—
American though they undeniably were—were too heavy.Andrew would long remember that his
opening gambit had been to say something funny to her (though he could not recall exactly
what), and that her buoyant laughter had instantly made one forget her physical flaws.All he had
been able to think of, he later said, was that he had never before seen a girl who radiated “such
vitality.”Her name, when Andrew got that far, was Kathleen Kennedy, but she said that everyone
called her “Kick,” and from then on she was never anything but “Kick” to those who encountered
her in England. She was, Andrew had realized by this time, the eighteen-year-old daughter of the
newly arrived U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St James’s. Joseph P. Kennedy Sr. had
descended upon London with an unprecedented blast of self-generated publicity. The diplomat
had offered up stories centered not merely upon himself but upon the fact that he and his wife,
Rose, were the parents of nine children. To date, however, only Kick and the four youngest had
arrived in England. Since at this point Kick was the only one of the offspring who was of an age
to partake in London social life, a good deal of the early publicity had concentrated on her.Kick
had traveled to London with a purpose. When her father was appointed to the ambassadorship
by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, both parents decided to arrange for her to be presented at
Court, in conjunction with the London Season. The Season consisted of a round of parties,
dinners, and dances that took place each spring and early summer, as the debutantes were
brought out in a matrimonial market designed to secure them suitable husbands. Such were the
young men who, with startling rapidity, would guide them from the cosseted isolation of country
houses in England or Scotland to their new lives as married women.Kick, however, was
decidedly not in London in search of a marriage partner. There was no intention on the
Kennedys’ part to emulate wealthy Americans of the past who, with the objective of securing a
title for their daughters, had married them off to impoverished peers. Kick planned to stay in
England for no more than six months before returning to the U.S., where her London debut
would add luster to this granddaughter of a Boston-Irish saloon keeper as she looked for an



American husband—a Roman Catholic, of course, though one with a higher social status than
that enjoyed by her parents. Indeed, at the time Kick left the U.S. for Britain, she had been in the
process of being courted by precisely one such fellow, J. Peter Grace, the twenty-five-year-old
heir to the W. R. Grace fortune, who meant to propose to Ambassador Kennedy’s daughter the
following year.In any case, the London Season had been about to begin in earnest when Kick
received an invitation to Cliveden. Nancy Astor, who was herself an American, liked to take care
of compatriots who found themselves, as she had once been, strangers to a world so different
from their own. No sooner had Lady Astor met the new American ambassador at a dinner party
in London than she had proposed including his daughter in the Easter weekend festivities.In
anticipation of Kick’s arrival, Lady Astor worried that the newcomer might prove too shy and too
stiff for her sons’ rather wild set of friends. That was the reason why, just behind Kick on the
staircase in the Great Hall that evening, there hovered a shy, dark-haired girl with delicate
features and the palest of porcelain white skin. Lady Jean Ogilvy, the nineteen-year-old daughter
of the Earl of Airlie, had been raised at Cortachy Castle in Scotland and had been brought out in
the 1937 London Season. Joseph P. Kennedy’s predecessor in the ambassadorship, Robert
Bingham, had hosted a dance in Jean’s honor at the American Embassy residence in Prince’s
Gate on the occasion of her coming out. Now Nancy Astor had assigned Jean the bedroom next
to Kick’s, with the directive: “I’ve got this little American girl. You have to look after her.” Kick had
indeed seemed “rather lost” at first. Still, as Jean laughingly remembered many years later, it
became instantly apparent, even as she endeavored to carry out her appointed role, that her
high-mettled new charge “didn’t need any looking after!”For Kick Kennedy, England was but the
latest “gift” in a long series of treats presented to her by her adoring father. She had come to
England, and to Cliveden in particular, because of Joe Kennedy. And she assumed that,
precisely for that reason, both would prove to be happy experiences. Heretofore, “Darling
Daddy” had been the one who could always be counted on to provide her with a life full of
adventures, excitement, and surprises. He had given her screenings of the latest movies before
they were officially released, tickets to Broadway shows for herself and her friends, dinners in
the best restaurants, and all the pretty dresses that a girl could want. He arranged for her to ski
in Switzerland during her school break. He set up meetings with influential men to assist her in
unfamiliar cities. He paid for her travels and foreign schooling, and gave her extra money when
she asked for it. He let her sip Shirley Temples with her two elder brothers, Joe Junior and Jack,
in Palm Beach nightclubs. And when she wished the rules to be altered in her favor, he had even
provided special perks to the Sacred Heart nuns who administered the convent school in
Connecticut that she’d attended since the age of thirteen. Most of all, the old man had instilled in
her the conviction that whenever anything went wrong, whenever some unforeseen obstacle
materialized in her path, he could be counted on to “fix” things. As a consequence, Kick
expected life to be wonderful, each chapter more delightful than the one that had come
before.To Jean Ogilvy, Kick had started down those steps at Cliveden with “unshakable self-
confidence.” Kick’s only complaint about England thus far was that since she had arrived a few



weeks previously, the boys had all seemed rather dull and humorless, at least compared with
her favorite brother Jack’s set at home. But that certainly seemed about to change when she
spotted the gangly, exceedingly good-humored fellow racing up the steps. From the moment
Andrew Cavendish addressed her, the words tumbling out of his mouth so swiftly that they were
barely if at all comprehensible, Kick appeared to sense that life was once again meeting her
expectations after all.For a long moment, the three young people stood in place on the staircase,
like figures in a frieze: proper, nervous Jean a few steps above Kick and eager, ebullient Andrew
a step or two below. As ample as Kick’s experience of life had been to date, for all of her travels
and for all of the people she had encountered, nothing in her past had quite prepared her for the
particular world to which Jean and Andrew were about to introduce her.This was the world of the
aristocratic cousinhood, a world that more often than not remained hermetically sealed against
outsiders. Its members shared feelings, books, manners, habits, history—and most of them,
blood. In their rarefied milieu, cousin married cousin for generation after generation, until the
web of interrelationships was so tangled that everyone seemed to be related to everyone else
many times over. Yet for all of the apparent sameness, for all of the like-mindedness that seemed
to have been bred into them, there were also important nuances that distinguished them from
one another, critical differences bearing on such matters as politics and religion that,
imperceptible though they might be to an outsider, were often the cause of tremendous conflict
and pain. Jean was the ideal guide to this world, as she had had so little experience of anything
else. To her the aristocratic cousinhood was, really, the only world.That evening on a staircase in
a great house overlooking the River Thames, an extraordinary story was about to begin. Kick
Kennedy was poised to enter a centuries-old society of which she as yet had little
understanding, a world in which, however improbably, she was at length to play an important—to
some minds, emblematic—role. Among the surviving members of the tribe, her story would
continue to resonate, to be passionately, even obsessively, discussed and debated, long after
the Little American Girl herself was dead.For the moment, however, as she laughed and
bantered with Andrew, whom she seemed not entirely to comprehend, and who was himself not
always quite certain of what she was saying, all that appeared to matter was that the young
nobleman wished to claim her for his own. By the time they reached the bottom of the stairs,
however, with Jean in avid pursuit, Andrew realized that he was to have no further opportunity to
advance that claim, at least not that night. Almost without transition, Kick was soon conversing
easily with the other, somewhat older males waiting to go in to dinner.Among these were
nineteen-year-old Jakie Astor, an irrepressible jokester, as well as Andrew’s great friend; twenty-
two-year-old Michael Astor, the incipient ladies’ man in the group, as well as a major crush of
Jean Ogilvy’s; and David Ormsby-Gore, nearly twenty years of age, who had been brought up
virtually as a brother to Andrew, their mothers, the granddaughters of the Victorian-era colossus
Prime Minister Lord Salisbury, being sisters.Kick possessed qualities that these young men had
rarely if ever seen in a girl. The girls they knew, the eighteen-year-olds who were brought to
London by their families from rural England and Scotland to be presented at Court and to make



their social debut, tended to be silent and nervous when they encountered boys for the first time.
They were girls who simply were not used to being around young males other than their
brothers, and they made their discomfiture clear in everything they did and said.Kick was
notably different. She did not hang back shyly or demurely. On the contrary, she instantly
propelled herself into the fray, laughing at the boys’ jokes, making teasing remarks of her own,
and cackling with delight when, half in gaiety, half in gravity, Jakie Astor complained that her
accent made it impossible for him to understand so much as a word that she was saying. The
newcomer was willing to laugh at herself—her mistakes, her gaucheries, and even her physical
flaws—in a way that was simply unknown among the English girls. Andrew later described that
willingness (which, he pointed out, Kick shared with her brother Jack, but with no other Kennedy
family member) as “the essence of charm.”She was, moreover, a strangely blended character
whose personal contradictions were of immense appeal to the boys in this particular set. On the
one hand, Kick was clearly more outgoing and at ease than the girls to whom they were
accustomed. She had grown up in the often raucous, at times violent, company of two older
brothers, the eldest, Joe Junior, and the second son, Jack. She had traveled with them,
accompanied them to nightclubs, been adopted as a mascot by Jack’s entourage of
mischievous male friends. Racy talk, cabaret gossip, knowing references to Hollywood movies
and Broadway shows—all these were as nature to her.Paradoxically, Kick might also be said to
have had a cloistered upbringing, owing to the doctrinaire Roman Catholicism of her mother, to
whom she was devoted. Kick had attended convent schools, both in the U.S. and in France. At
eighteen years of age, she had been long and deeply inculcated with Roman Catholic principles.
Kick would no more consider missing Mass on Sundays and holy days than she would failing to
drop to her knees and utter her prayers before she went to bed at night. In contrast to her older
brothers, both of whom were sexually active, Kick was nothing if not innocent. Her brothers—
Jack especially, careless though he might be of the sensitivities of a girlfriend—worked hard at
preserving Kick’s innocence, which was as important to the brothers and to their father as it was
to Rose Kennedy.That Easter weekend of 1938, Kick’s unique combination of innocence and
experience proved irresistible to the Astor boys and their young friends: “country-member bad
boys,” as Andrew later characterized them, by which he meant fellows who, however wildly they
might talk and behave, would, at this point in their lives anyway, probably have been terrified had
a truly worldly American girl appeared among them.The scene in the Great Hall was cut short by
a summons to dinner. Meals at Cliveden tended to be chaotic affairs, with conversations
conducted not merely with one’s dinner partners, but often literally shouted up, down, and
across the table. Andrew and David, particularly, had the reputation of marathon talkers. Through
their mothers, both boys were descendants of the Cecils, one of the great Protestant families of
England, known through the generations for their acute minds and distinctive sparring manner of
speech.Capable like their forebears of producing more words in a minute than most other
people can in five, Andrew and David typically raced from topic to topic, with barely a pause for
breath. Once the duo had launched into one of these breakneck conversations, even their



cousins often found it impossible to tell which fellow was speaking at a particular moment, so
completely did their words and voices overlap and merge into one another. But rather than slow
their pace, they often began to jabber even more quickly, as though struggling to keep up with
the thoughts and images careening through their brains. At times, Andrew and David appeared
to speak simultaneously, causing observers to question whether they were even attempting to
listen to each other.On a given occasion, their talk was likely to cover topics ranging from the
bets they had placed with the Newmarket bookies, whose rakishly tilted felt hats and other
elements of attire they were known to emulate; to the latest debates in the House of Commons,
which they monitored with the same avidity that American boys followed baseball; to all the
latest and choicest gossip of London Society, of which Andrew was a particular connoisseur.In
this antic atmosphere, Kick sparkled. It was not just that she was voluble. It was that she loved
talking as much as they did, and that her speech was as unique and flavorful as the boys’. There
was her Boston twang, of course. There were the slangy phrases such as “Oh, kid, what’s the
story?” with which she spiced her conversation. But most of all, there was her way of talking on
and on, regardless of whether or not she was quite making sense, that the boys found
matchlessly endearing and entertaining.Kick’s chatter, as she herself referred to it, was a social
weapon that she had honed over time. It had long been the custom of Joseph P. Kennedy Sr. to
use his influence in the various milieux among which he moved—business, finance, politics,
religion, entertainment—on behalf of his children. He thought nothing of requesting that busy
people take the time to smooth the way for his offspring. Almost always, the individuals whom
old Joe reached out to proved eager to ingratiate themselves with him. Kick discovered that no
matter how naive and nonsensical her talk, her father’s associates all responded as though her
every word were a nugget of wit and a source of delight.That experience, oft repeated, led Kick
to become at once conscious and confident of her effects. Mixing self-possession and self-
mockery, the girl who came to Cliveden that Easter weekend acted as though there were never
any doubt that, so long as she kept on talking and laughing, she would be universally liked and
admired, as always.Still, Kick had not yet played her full hand—far from it. The following day, with
the much-anticipated arrival of the most ambitious, as well as the noisiest, member of the set,
David’s twenty-year-old Oxford roommate, Hugh Fraser, the tenor of the conversation shifted
drastically. As chance would have it, from then on all that the fellows seemed to want to discuss
were topics that Kick had previously heard much about at home.In 1933, shortly after Adolf Hitler
became German chancellor, the Oxford Union, the university debating society known as a
training ground for future British prime ministers and parliamentarians, had voted in favor of a
motion that in the event of a war they would “in no circumstances” fight in defense of King and
Country. The vote reflected the mood of a nation that recoiled from the possibility of another
world conflict at a time when memories of the slaughter of the Great War (1914–1918) remained
vivid.Winston Churchill, the former First Lord of the Admiralty who since the previous year had
been arguing in the House of Commons for rearmament measures aimed at preventing a new
war with the Germans, did not doubt that were war to be declared, young Britain would do its



duty. Churchill was concerned, however, that the King and Country resolution might influence the
Germans and others to believe that “a decadent, degenerate Britain” would indeed refuse to
fight, and he worried that that miscalculation could result in another world war, the very opposite
of what the “foolish boys” of Oxford had intended.Five years later, Kick’s first visit to Cliveden
was occurring during the same month that Hugh Fraser, in collaboration with another member of
the set, Julian Amery, was leading the fight at the Oxford Union to reverse the “ever-shameful”
King and Country resolution, an undertaking that would not come to fruition till the following year,
when Hugh was himself president of the Union. Just now, he and Julian were making the case
for conscription at a moment when the question of Britain’s willingness to fight another war,
should it prove necessary to do so, could scarcely have seemed more timely.In 1936, Hitler’s
armies had invaded the Rhineland, after which Churchill had predicted that the Germans would
next target Austria. But when, during the two years that followed, Hitler failed to make another
move, a state of denial appeared to set in among Britain’s governing class, many of whom
wanted to believe that Churchill—that self-glorifying warmonger, as they saw him—had simply
been wrong and that the Nazis’ territorial ambitions had been sated by the Rhineland episode.In
March 1938, however, a little over a week after Kick arrived in London, German troops overran
Austria. Britain recognized the conquest within a matter of days but continued relations with
Germany as though nothing had occurred. In the event that Hitler moved against his widely
anticipated next target, Czechoslovakia, the French had a treaty obligation to come to the aid of
the Czechs. Britain, for its part, was bound to France in the event that the latter went to war
against Germany. But what in fact would Britain do?Churchill argued that the British needed to
state plainly their irrevocable commitment to join France in the defense of Czechoslovakia.
British prime minister Neville Chamberlain, who yet had hope of coming to friendly terms with
the dictators of Germany and Italy, preferred to keep the Germans and the rest of the world in
suspense about British intentions. Hugh Fraser’s Saturday, April 16, 1938, appearance at
Cliveden, coming as it did at a time when national attention was focused on his efforts at the
Oxford Union, plunged the Astor brothers and their young guests into the very center of the
controversy.Since the time of the Rhineland invasion, the boys in this group had been persuaded
that war was inevitable, despite anything that certain of their parents might say and insist. That
expectation infused the boys’ lives with a special intensity. Never doubting that before long they
would be called upon to fight, and perhaps to die, they believed that they were “entitled” to enjoy
themselves in the precious months and years that remained to them.As Andrew would later
wryly acknowledge, he and the others seized upon the coming war as an “excuse” to drink more
and drive faster than they might otherwise have done. Their record of spectacular car crashes
became legend. At the time Kick first encountered him, David Ormsby-Gore boasted a new set
of false teeth, which, Jean explained to her, was the consequence of his having crashed into the
rear of a truck when he was driving at a speed of ninety-eight miles per hour on his way back to
Oxford from the Newmarket races. Jakie Astor, who had been a passenger in David’s car—along
with Hugh Fraser and another friend of theirs, Peter Wood—was left with a prominent dentlike



facial scar. Both boys wore their injuries like medals. Far from chastening the young men in the
set, this accident and others like it seemed only to encourage them to carouse the more
vehemently. They rarely managed to forget the coming war, however, and certainly not when
Hugh Fraser was about.Hardly would Hugh and David, both of whom had protuberant noses,
begin talking than they would, in the parlance of the set, be “nose-to-nose” about the perilous
situation in Europe. At the start of these frenetic discussions, which were of compelling interest
to all of the boys, the girls in the group tended to peel away, being more concerned with, in
Jean’s phrase, “the next dance and what we were going to wear.” So, that Easter weekend of
1938, there was a good deal of fascination among both sexes when Kick, rather than go off with
Jean, chose to remain behind with Hugh, David, and the other fellows. The previous evening,
Kick had dazzled and delighted the group with her chatter. On the present occasion, she
astonished them by her eagerness to listen.Rather than a stratagem on her part, her visible
enjoyment of the boys’ talk, then and later, was sincere. Kick had grown up in the company of a
brother, Jack, who had read many of the same English books these young men had; who, like
them, had avidly followed Winston Churchill’s campaign in the House of Commons for British
rearmament; and who had tracked the original King and Country debate and its aftermath in the
pages of The New York Times. In the wake of the 1933 Oxford Union resolution, Jack—who at
the time had been a sickly, bookish sixteen-year-old prep school student in Connecticut—had
concluded that the British, whose traditions of honor and duty he had previously come to revere,
had grown “decadent.” He had often addressed these and related themes in the course of
political discussions at the family table in Hyannis Port and elsewhere, which were also attended
by Joe Junior, their father … and Kick, though as a girl she was thought to be without the
possibility of a future in politics. Seeking to train and test his sons, the eldest of whom he was
determined would be U.S. president one day, old Joe Kennedy saw this give-and-take as a
crucial part of their political education. The patriarch encouraged all three children to interrupt
him at any point, to ask questions, to offer their opinions, and even to challenge him.Hence
Kick’s readiness with Hugh, David, and the other English boys not just to listen, but also at
moments to gamely interject questions and declarations of her own. The young grandees were
enchanted. For the remainder of the weekend, the young people of both sexes played tennis and
croquet, rode horses in the woods, and boated on the Thames. Still, it had been quickly
established that whenever the urgent talk of international events resumed, Kick, alone among
the females, would linger conspicuously with the fellows.On Monday morning, the country house
weekend that Kick later described to Nancy Astor as “the best thing that ever happened to me”
concluded. As a consequence of that weekend, Kick wrote, “All the loneliness I had for America
has disappeared because now England seems so very jolly.” Kick returned to a London that
remained largely shut down for the holiday. She was scheduled to go to Paris presently on a
shopping expedition with her mother. By the time Kick came back from France, Jean Ogilvy
would herself have left for Cortachy Castle, where she was due to remain for two
weeks.Unwilling to wait that long to continue the fun, Kick again did something that Jean or the



other English girls would never have considered doing. In Kick’s position, Jean would have
regarded it as a matter of etiquette that one did not ask people out to lunch after having
encountered them but a single time. Thus the shiver of surprise and delight that Jean
experienced when she picked up the telephone at her family’s London home to hear Kick
excitedly proposing that she join her for lunch that very afternoon at the American Embassy
residence in Prince’s Gate. Much as Jean longed to go, she felt that she must decline because
she had her father with her in London. But obstacles that seemed insurmountable to Jean were
as nothing to the Little American Girl.“I’ve got my dad, too,” Kick rejoined, before going on to
suggest that Jean simply bring Lord Airlie with her.TwoOn a quiet Monday afternoon in London,
in April of 1938, a rather unlikely foursome were enjoying a leisurely lunch in the large dining
room at the American Embassy residence in Prince’s Gate, near Hyde Park. At intervals, the two
teenaged girls in this ebullient party, Kick Kennedy and Jean Ogilvy, would mischievously,
laughingly, rush off to yet again crank up the gramophone on which a recording of the popular
American song “Franklin D. Roosevelt Jones” had been playing “over and over” throughout the
course of the meal.Whether or not it had been the girls’ intention, the insistent music competed
with the voices of their fathers, one the recently arrived U.S. Ambassador to the Court of St
James’s, and the other the patriarch of a family of ancient Scottish lineage who, in his capacity
as the Queen’s Lord Chamberlain, oversaw the monarch’s household. As both men, Joe
Kennedy and Joe Airlie, had the same first name, their adoring daughters would forever fondly
and lightheartedly refer to the occasion of their meeting as “the lunch of the two Joes.”Watching
Kick’s tall, redheaded father, who had a booming laugh, a loud voice, and a large fund of slangy
phrases, Jean could not but be struck by the qualities of energy and directness that he shared
with his daughter. Joe Kennedy was a man who simply charged forward in life. He went around
obstacles, precisely as Kick had done when she arranged this very lunch; and he seemed to
accomplish it all with a delightful outpouring of jokes and a “twinkle” in his vivid blue eyes.Just as
Kick had enchanted the young people at Cliveden by how different she was from the girls of the
set, so too her opinionated, outspoken father contrasted markedly with other diplomats, notably
with his predecessor, Robert Bingham, whom Lord Airlie and his wife had known well and had
often visited, sometimes in this very dining room. But, as their daughter would point out many
years later, whereas Lord and Lady Airlie might have encountered Robert Bingham socially even
if he had not been the American ambassador in London, they almost certainly would never
otherwise have met Joe Kennedy, who was of a lower social class than his predecessor and was
—to Jean’s sense—possessed of a personal “coarseness” that seemed highly unusual in a
diplomat.Indeed, it had been Kennedy’s own intense consciousness of matters of class in
American society that had led him to covet the London posting in the first place. Fueled by no
little amount of savage indignation due to a history of social slights and snubs, Kennedy hoped
to assuage and avenge some of that hurt, as well as to elevate himself and his family socially. He
had sought the ambassadorship by way of compensation for his key political support of Franklin
Roosevelt in the 1936 presidential election.Strange to say, the very background and personal



qualities that had provoked a good deal of controversy in Washington when Kennedy was given
the embassy in London would, at least at first, make him seem a refreshing change to many
British aristocrats. Most particularly, they shared his belief in the wisdom of coming to terms with
the European dictators, and admired his willingness to speak his mind about that controversial
topic whether or not the administration in Washington agreed with him on every point. Though
not all aristocrats supported the policy of appeasement, many were eager to make an ally of the
Reich. The record of casualties sustained during the Great War had been especially high among
Britain’s patrician elite, which regarded itself as having sacrificed the flower of a generation. A
broad swath of aristocrats further believed that Nazi Germany, by its very existence on the map,
provided an indispensable bulwark against Soviet Russia, which they, like Kennedy, saw as the
far greater threat.The two Joes, therefore, had been getting on very well indeed when Kick
suggested that while their fathers happily talked on, she take Jean to meet her six-year-old
brother, Teddy, who was the Kennedy family’s much-spoiled and beloved baby. Heretofore,
Kick’s impending presentation at Court—alongside her older sister, Rosemary, aged nineteen,
whom she described to Jean as “a little backward”—had been regarded as the event that would
officially launch her in London Society. But, already, with her triumph at the country house
weekend at Lady Astor’s, and with her having consolidated the friendship with Jean at “the lunch
of the two Joes,” Kick had in effect launched herself far more successfully than any Court
presentation could possibly have done.As soon as she and Jean were back in London following
their sojourns in France and Scotland, respectively, Jean began to include her in lunches with
leading debs, who were constantly in and out of one another’s houses, strategizing about their
next moves in the matrimonial market, planning their costumes, and gossiping about the young
nobles with whom they had danced, or failed to dance, the night before. Notable among this
group was Jean’s cousin, Lord Redesdale’s daughter Deborah Mitford, known as “Debo,” who
lived in Rutland Gate, just around the corner from Kick; Gina Wernher, the “frightfully beautiful”
and immensely rich granddaughter of a Russian grand duke; and Jean’s younger sister
Margaret, whom Debo had indelibly dubbed “Maggot.”Accordingly, by the eleventh of May, when
the actual presentation took place, Kick was already so thoroughly immersed in the world of the
cousinhood that an air almost of anticlimax crept into her diary entry, which noted with a certain
disappointment and disillusionment how quickly she had walked past King George and Queen
Elizabeth before the much-anticipated ceremony was at an end. Of far greater significance to the
narrative of Kick’s social emergence was her visit three days later, in the company of her
parents, to Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire.After dinner at the English Baroque residence of the
Marlborough dukes, four “drunken youths from Oxford,” as Kick described them in a diary entry,
suddenly appeared on the scene. Two of the fellows—Hugh Fraser and Jakie Astor—she had of
course previously met at Cliveden. The other two boys were quite new to her. On the present
occasion, twenty-year-old Dawyck Haig, the 2nd Earl Haig, son of the late commander of the
British Expeditionary Force in the Great War, was so inebriated that he managed to break a
statue when he flung a champagne bottle in its direction. But it was Kick’s introduction to the



fourth rabble-rouser, Lord Robert Cecil, the twenty-one-year-old future head of one of England’s
premier Protestant dynasties, the house of Cecil, that would at length prove to be of the greatest
consequence.Tall, darkly good-looking, supremely entertaining, and often scandalously ill-
behaved, Robert was the grandson of the Marquess of Salisbury and the son of Lord Cranborne,
a leader of the Conservative opposition to Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain’s policy of
appeasement. Widely regarded as one of the two most eligible bachelors in London, Robert had
previously demonstrated a taste for the “forbidden fruit” of Catholic girls in the persons of Hugh
Fraser’s sister Veronica Fraser and of Winston Churchill’s niece Clarissa Churchill.Robert was a
great favorite of his cousin Jean Ogilvy, who, then and later, loved few things better in life than to
recount his exploits with a mixture of admiration and alarm. Because of Robert’s prodigious
drinking, Jean was forbidden to drive with him anywhere. Lord Airlie, when he supplied his car
for her outings with Robert, had to arrange for not one but two chauffeurs, due to Robert’s habit
of remaining out so late that more often than not a second shift was required. Lady Airlie,
exceptionally strict with her daughters, was known to sit along the ballroom edges watching
Jean through a lorgnette lest she violate the cardinal rule of never dancing more than two
dances with the same young man. On one particular evening that became legend among the
members of the set, Robert Cecil, gliding past with Jean in his arms, suddenly produced a
lorgnette of his own, through which he satirically peered back at Lady Airlie, to the mother’s
outrage and the young people’s exhilaration.Kick had an opportunity to meet her rapidly
widening circle of Oxford admirers again a few days hence. Ambassador Kennedy took her
along with him to Oxford, where there was to be a reception in his honor during Eights Week, the
occasion of the annual intercollegiate rowing races. As she had done at Cliveden, Kick
impressed the boys with her difference from the other girls they knew when she made a point of
actually listening to her father’s address. One undergraduate member of the cousinhood who
soon confessed to being infatuated with her was twenty-one-year-old Tony Loughborough, heir
to his grandfather the Earl of Rosslyn.By the time Kick materialized at Oxford, Tony had already
heard much about her from his mother, who had been a guest at Blenheim Palace when the
Kennedys were there. Tony was quick to pursue Ambassador Kennedy’s daughter, whom he
presently treated to her first outing at a glamorous London nightclub, Ciro’s. By and by, he
perceived that Kick, however fond of him in turn, was interested solely in their being close
friends and nothing more. In years past, Kick had displayed a gift for adroitly enlisting as “pals”
those of her brother Jack’s friends who insisted that they had fallen in love with her—and at
length she managed to do so with Tony, who would long remain devoted to her.Meanwhile, Tony
faced a good deal of competition for her attentions. Viscount Duncannon, the heir to the Earl of
Bessborough, had made early claims, taking her off to dinner at his parents’ residence, as well
as escorting her to various parties. Lord John Stanley, grandson and heir to the Earl of Derby,
had met Kick at Blenheim Palace and afterward spent Derby Day at Epsom in her buoyant
company. One notable absence from Kick’s dance card during this period was the name of Lord
Andrew Cavendish, from whom there had been no follow-up in the aftermath of their meeting at



Cliveden. Andrew had disappeared for a reason. His grandfather, Victor, 9th Duke of
Devonshire, had died on the sixth of May. Upon Duke Victor’s demise, Andrew’s father became
the 10th Duke, and Andrew’s older brother Billy Burlington had become the Marquess of
Hartington, and was thereafter known as Billy Hartington. A period of mourning had ensued for
the Cavendish family, at the conclusion of which Andrew Cavendish, as he continued to be
called, had been shipped off to Lyons to study French.At the whirligig of parties, balls, and
dinners that comprised the 1938 London Season, Kick was often frustrated by the code that
governed the young people’s behavior. To Jean Ogilvy had fallen the task to—in Debo Mitford’s
words—introduce Kick “to her English contemporaries and to the unwritten rules and nuances of
social life.” Still, nothing that Jean said by way of explanation seemed capable of assuaging
Kick’s puzzlement at a young man’s being prohibited to ask one to dance unless there had
previously been a formal introduction. Kick also failed to comprehend why the notion of a boy’s
cutting in on another fellow on the dance floor seemed so utterly to horrify her new English
friends. No matter how many times she was informed that this or that was simply the custom of
the country, Kick’s diaries and letters attest to the fact that she found many of the rules absurd.
She wanted things to move. She lived for fluidity.Sometimes, however, she acknowledged the
need to bow to traditions she did not like or understand. At the beginning of June, Kick and her
sister Rosemary were to be feted at a coming-out party of their own at Prince’s Gate. Some
eighty people were expected at dinner, with about three hundred more scheduled to join them
afterward for the dancing. Kick admitted that she needed help with the seating arrangements at
her own table for eight, but she mistook the problem of whom to include, and whom to place
exactly where, to be a product of what she described in her diary as the numerous “petty
jealousies” that existed in London. In reality, decisions of this nature were routinely based on
matters of precedence that, however mysterious to her and her mother, were second nature to
Jean Ogilvy. Delegated to help make critical decisions about the formation of the main table,
Jean began by seating herself and Debo there. To Kick’s right, in the position of highest honor,
she placed Prince Frederick of Prussia. Viscount Duncannon she set on Kick’s left. She further
anointed Lord John Stanley and Lord Robert Cecil to be part of this premier grouping.That night
—while Bert Ambrose’s band played, the American nightclub entertainer Harry Richman sang,
and young couples danced on the pavement outside in the early morning hours to the tune of
“Moonlight in Manhattan”—Robert seemed taken anew with Kick. Whether on account of the
young nobleman’s interest or merely by way of reciprocation, not long afterward she received an
invitation from his grandmother Lady Alice, the Marchioness of Salisbury, to a young people’s
house party at Hatfield House, the family seat in Hertfordshire—a party that was to transform
Kick into something much more than simply a source of delight and diversion to the
cousinhood.For nearly four centuries, the Cecils of Hatfield House had been advising monarchs
and in other ways exerting critical behind-the-scenes influence on their nation’s political life.
They were noted for their gifts of vision and strategy, but also for their willingness, when the Cecil
stock became, as the phrase was, exhausted, to endeavor to refresh and revitalize their blue



blood by an infusion of red. At such times, instead of marrying aristocrats they chose their
partners from other, presumably tougher and more vigorous strata of society. According to the
family narrative, in the fullness of time the breed was thereby strengthened, and power and
preeminence regained. At Hatfield House, Queen Victoria’s three-time prime minister, the 3rd
Marquess of Salisbury—great-grandfather of Robert Cecil on the one hand and of the
Cavendish brothers, Billy and Andrew, on the other—was believed to have been the magnificent
product of this replenishing process.Kick, when she arrived at Hatfield House on Friday, June
17, noted with astonishment the number of Catholic guests—four, including herself—in a
household known for its anti-Catholic animus. Veronica Fraser was there with her mother, Lady
Lovat, who, in light of Robert’s reputation, had refused to allow her to come to Hatfield alone.
Robert, however, had arranged to circumvent Lady Lovat’s ever-watchful presence by placing
Veronica in a tiny room with a secret egress via a closet, through which she could steal as soon
as her mother had fallen asleep in the adjoining, much larger bedroom. Also present that
weekend was another beautiful Catholic girl, Clarissa Churchill, on whom Robert had danced
attendance the previous year, until his mother, Lady Cranborne, intervened. For Lady
Cranborne, the Catholic issue was then much in play, her twenty-two-year-old brother Richard
having lately eloped with another Catholic beauty, Pamela Lloyd Thomas, to the monumental
anguish of his and Lady Cranborne’s father, old Lord “Dick” Cavendish.In the course of the
house party, the tensions surrounding what was thought to be a group of conniving Catholic girls
that had targeted the great Protestant families of England, supposedly with an eye toward
making those venerable houses Catholic, would at length find expression in the rough treatment
to which Kick was subjected—some of it at the instigation of no less a figure than Robert’s
grandmother.Kick’s weekend began happily enough, however, when, that evening, all the young
people attended a dance at a neighboring house. The only complication was that by the time
Robert and his guests returned, Hatfield had been closed for the night. They had a good deal of
trouble getting in, and even then they had to find their way to their respective rooms in utter
darkness.Saturday began with tennis, a sport that Kick approached—as she approached all
sports, in fact—with ferocity. She, like her siblings, had learned to play hard from a father whose
maxim was, “We want winners, we don’t want losers around here.” Kennedys did not play for fun;
they played to win. Whether the activity be tennis, football, or sailing, they regarded victory as a
matter of life and death.Robert Cecil had seen Kick play tennis just a few days before when he
had unexpectedly turned up at Cliveden, where she had been a midweek guest of Jakie and
Michael Astor. For some of the other young people at Hatfield, however, this was a first
opportunity to watch all of that fierceness and aggression erupt from so tiny a girl. If her size had
led any of them to assume that she was as delicate as she was petite, the morning’s exhibition
surely dissipated all such preconceptions.But whereas her performance in the course of that first
Easter weekend at Lady Astor’s had endeared her to the Astor boys and the other fellows, this
time she seemed to have provoked a rather different response. For Kick, things turned ugly after
dinner, when, as she noted with alarm in her diary, “John Stanley got rather rough,” squirting a



water siphon at her. In her place, another girl might have burst into tears, but it was also a dictum
of her father’s that “Kennedys don’t cry.” Accordingly, at least in front of her host and fellow
guests, she made a point of treating the incident as just another of the young nobleman’s jolly
jokes.Afterward, Kick saw fit to retire at an early hour. But when she went upstairs, she
discovered that her enormous bed in the Oliver Cromwell bedroom had been short-sheeted as a
prank, making it impossible for her to extend her legs beyond the middle of the bed. Still loath to
exhibit any distress, Kick calmly searched out the one young man in the house on whose
sympathy she knew she could depend absolutely. Tony Loughborough helped Kick to refold and
rearrange the sheets as if the practical joke had never occurred in the first place.The
harassment continued the next evening, Sunday the nineteenth of June, when, going up to
dress for dinner, Kick found that all of her left shoes had vanished. She thereupon squeezed into
two mismatched shoes—one white and the other black—and limped downstairs to the dining
room. Bullying was not a new phenomenon to Kick. After all, she had grown up in a household
where the hot-tempered oldest boy routinely beat up the smaller, weaker second son, who had
learned early on that for dignity’s sake it was best to pretend afterward that the brutality had
never taken place. So, too, at Hatfield House, Kick acted as if nothing were wrong and laughed
at herself and her plight, though secretly she was disconcerted and not a little horrified when she
discovered that it was her host who had taken her shoes and his grandmother who had
suggested that he harass her in this manner.Kick’s refusal to crumble made a vivid impression
on the members of the aristocratic cousinhood, both those who had been present that weekend
and those, far greater in number, who heard about the episode later. Heretofore, she had been
known and much admired for her high spirits. As a consequence of her eventful stay at Hatfield
House, she also began to acquire a reputation for being tough. In effect, Robert Cecil and his
paternal grandmother had tested her, and Kick had passed the test brilliantly.After two months in
London, Kick had met nearly all of the members of the group of young people to which Jean had
set about to introduce her. At this point, however, one crucial bit of the puzzle remained to be put
in place before the picture could be said to be complete. Kick had yet to encounter the one
member of the cousinhood to whom Jean was closest.On June 24, 1938, Kick and Jean spent
much of the day together watching the tennis matches at Wimbledon. Afterward, they attended a
small dinner party hosted by Lord and Lady Airlie, following which the guests were to go on to a
large dance that the Speaker of the House of Commons, Edward FitzRoy, was giving in honor of
his granddaughters, Anne and Mary, at the Palace of Westminster. It was on the occasion of the
Airlie dinner party that David Ormsby-Gore introduced Kick to his cousin Billy Hartington, whose
future grandeur caused him to be known as the other of London’s two most eligible bachelors,
beside Robert Cecil.At six foot four, Billy, then a student of history at Trinity College, Cambridge,
towered over Kick, who was his dinner partner that night. Handsome, with a pale complexion, an
intriguing half smile, and a quiescent manner that Jean affectionately described as “rather
sleepy,” Billy was a large man who at that point gave the impression of not quite having grown
into his body yet. Physically, indeed, in almost every respect, Billy bore little resemblance to his



younger brother Andrew Cavendish, who was absent from the dinner party, but whom Kick of
course had met previously, at Cliveden.Though both Cavendish brothers were tall, Billy was
bigger and broader than the slim second son. Andrew was dark-haired, Billy fair. Andrew was
highly strung, Billy exuded an air of calm. Andrew was energetic to the point at times of seeming
hyperactive, Billy so languid and lazy that he once refused a cup of coffee, because, as he
protested to his mother, “I can’t be bothered to drink it.” Andrew talked at the breakneck speed
associated with their mother’s family, the Cecils; Billy spoke slowly and deliberately. Andrew was
outgoing, Billy reserved and not a little worried that girls wished to be with him solely because of
all that he stood to one day inherit. Where the second son desperately envied Billy his status as
their father’s heir, Billy was no less jealous of Andrew’s greater ease with members of the
opposite sex.Billy, who prized conversation above all other activities, had derived from Lady
Alice Salisbury, his maternal grandmother, the tic of rubbing the palms of his hands together in
keen anticipation of what grandparent and grandson alike delightedly referred to as “a good
talk”—which, from the outset, was precisely what Jean observed Billy to be savoring in his first
encounter with Kick. That evening at the Airlie dinner table, Billy and Kick talked and jested and
talked some more. The two young people were absorbed in each other throughout dinner. It was
as if their other dinner partners—indeed, the rest of the guests—had ceased to exist.Both Billy
and Kick were visibly distressed when it came time for the group to go on to the FitzRoy dance.
An additional issue was that, rather than proceed with the others, Kick was scheduled to
participate in another of the ceaseless photo opportunities arranged by her publicity-mad father.
She was, she noted pointedly in her diary, “forced” to return to Prince’s Gate. David Ormsby-
Gore rescued the situation by volunteering to pick her up there and take her to the dance after
she had attended to her publicity chores. When at length David materialized at the embassy
residence, it was of no small significance that he was accompanied by Billy Hartington.
Ordinarily, Billy was not one to take action in this manner; it was more like him to wait for others
to come to him. After that first encounter with Kick, however, nothing in his life would ever again
be quite the same.Many years later, Andrew would perhaps come closer than anyone to
grasping Billy’s relationship with Kick. “It was,” Andrew would say, “difficult for each to imagine
the existence of the other. They were so utterly different. They adored being with one another
because each was a constant surprise to the other. What were they going to find out about this
person? What was this person going to do next?”At the Palace of Westminster that first night,
the music and dancing went on till daybreak. For most of the young people at the time, the
principal drama at the FitzRoy dance concerned not Kick Kennedy, but rather Debo Mitford. To
the outrage of her mother, Lady Redesdale, Debo violated the rules by dancing every dance
with her great friend Mark Howard of Castle Howard. Her feelings for Mark were by no means
romantic. On the contrary, it was Andrew Cavendish in whom Debo was by this point exclusively
interested. Having been seated next to an apparently quite fascinated Andrew at a dinner party
earlier in the Season—as it happened, shortly before Andrew met Kick—Debo had anxiously
looked for him at every subsequent dance and party that she attended. This evening, her



consummate disappointment over Andrew’s absence had, by her own account, led to the
display with Mark Howard.Kick, meanwhile, spent as much time as possible at the Palace of
Westminster with Billy. When Kick wrote about the evening afterward in her diary, the word
“romantic” appeared there for the first time. And in the scrapbook she maintained separately, she
preserved a first press photograph of him, dashing in winged collar and black tie, as he danced
with the Speaker’s granddaughter, Mary.A week later, Kick and Billy were both included in the
July 1, 1938, coming-of-age celebrations for Billy’s cousin Charlie Lansdowne at Bowood House
in Wiltshire. Immeasurably complicating the situation was the fact that both Andrew Cavendish
and Debo Mitford were present at the ball as well. There had long been an undercurrent of
tension between the Cavendish brothers, not least because of a custom observed by the British
aristocracy, the purpose of which was to keep the family estates intact. According to the
unwritten law of primogeniture, the firstborn male child could look forward to inheriting
everything upon his father’s death, whereas the second son was entitled to expect nothing. It
was not a question of who was better suited to lead the family; it was simply and strictly a matter
of birth order.The only way for a second son to advance to the primary position was by the death
of his older brother. Charlie Lansdowne, who was being feted on the present occasion, bore the
title of Marquess of Lansdowne because his elder brother had died at the age of twenty, three
years before the death of their father, the 6th Marquess, in 1936. Another example of a second
son who had catapulted to the number one position was David Ormsby-Gore, also present at
Charlie’s coming of age, who, though he had grave reservations about his fitness for the new
role and responsibilities, became his father Lord Harlech’s heir upon the death of an older
brother, Gerard Ormsby-Gore, in an automobile accident in 1935.Not surprisingly, the institution
of primogeniture often led to feelings of acute bitterness and resentment on the part of those
who had, as Andrew Cavendish liked to say, drawn the short straw in life. In Andrew’s own case
the family tensions were exacerbated by what he perceived to be their parents’ greater love for
Billy. When the firstborn son was an infant he had had to be placed in an incubator, and for a
time it had seemed as if he might not live. As a consequence of their nearly having lost him, his
father and mother, Edward and Mary, known as Eddy and Moucher, respectively, had always
loved him with what his uncle the future prime minister Harold Macmillan later described as
“more than ordinary affection.”At length, the tendency of both parents to dote on Billy had had a
deleterious effect on Andrew. Recognizing his upset, Eddy and Moucher strove to reassure him
of their affections. Nonetheless, Andrew seemed always to interpret their special feeling for his
brother to mean that he was himself somehow unlovable. Andrew further resented the fact that
both his father and mother encouraged Billy’s efforts to manage the second son in public, as
when Billy sought to check Andrew’s often rambunctious behavior at the country house
weekends and other social events that they both attended.A lifetime of fraught personal relations
between the Cavendish brothers formed the backdrop to Andrew’s discovery that, in his
absence, Billy had met and become besotted with the girl whom the second son had previously
had it in mind to claim for himself. Under the circumstances, was Andrew likely to simply step



back? He had certainly never seemed at all inclined to defer to Billy in the past.In the lore of the
set, two oft-spoken-of episodes encapsulated the many: There was the time when Billy had
asked a group of young people to spend the weekend at Compton Place, his family’s house near
the seaside village of Eastbourne. Andrew, known to covet whatever his brother had, promptly
invited all the same young people back the next weekend for a house party of his own—without
Billy.And there was the time when, during a country house weekend at Rossdhu, the Scottish
family estate of the brothers’ friend Ivar Colquhoun, Billy had indignantly escorted Andrew,
whom he accused of being drunk, from the house. Andrew, finding that Billy had gone so far as
to lock him out, climbed up a drainpipe and catapulted himself back in through the window of the
drawing room where all of the young people were gathered. Jean Ogilvy, who had been present
on both occasions, later fondly compared the younger Cavendish boy to a small dog who is
forever trying to “outdo” a big dog.By the time Charlie Lansdowne’s coming of age had drawn to
a close, it therefore remained an open question as to just how matters were going to play out
among the elite quartet comprised of Kick Kennedy, Andrew Cavendish, Billy Hartington, and
Debo Mitford.Might the small dog yet take some unexpected action to outdo the larger one?
Kick, of course, had had a great deal of experience with highly competitive and contentious
relations between her own two elder brothers, Joe Junior and Jack. But whereas the unwritten
law of primogeniture had presented a seemingly insurmountable obstacle to Andrew Cavendish,
Jack Kennedy, at least theoretically, had faced no such roadblock. Sickly, scrawny, and
altogether lacking in their father’s approbation though Jack had been, he had long and quietly
proceeded in life as though he might yet dislodge Joe Junior from his position of preeminence.
Not without justification, Jack regarded himself as cleverer and wilier than his leadenly self-
serious and therefore easily satirized and provoked older brother. Frustratingly, however, nothing
Jack had done to date had managed to alter old Joe Kennedy’s belief in the firstborn son’s
innate superiority. As Kick would later remark, in the Kennedy household it had been “heresy” to
so much as suggest that Jack was better in any way than the anointed older brother.
Nonetheless, throughout her girlhood, Kick had repeatedly and unabashedly made exactly that
claim, confident that her status as what Rose Kennedy would later call old Joe’s “favorite of all
the children” would permit her to get away with her preference for the underdog in the fraternal
struggle.Suddenly, that enduring struggle was transplanted to London when both Joe Junior and
Jack arrived from America in the company of Ambassador Kennedy, who had gone over to
collect them, on July 4, 1938. Before long, both Kennedy brothers were cutting conspicuous
figures on the London scene. Joe Junior—“the Big One,” as the English debs referred to him—
was widely touted by his father as the more brilliant and promising of the brothers, a young man
destined to become U.S. president one day. Young Joe certainly looked the part; he seemed
more poised and mature than his twenty-two years might have led one to anticipate. In contrast
to his outward air of “gravitas,” however, he was in truth replete with anxiety and insecurity, ever
fearful as he was of failing to satisfy the patriarch’s expectations. Also in contrast to his
distinguished public demeanor, young Joe soon developed a reputation among the girls of the



set for what two of them, Fiona Gore and Jean Ogilvy, described many years later as roughness
and aggressiveness. In an episode that did Joe Junior’s reputation in London no favors, when
Gina Wernher fell ill and went off to the country to recuperate, the Big One frightened and
horrified her and her duenna by turning up unexpectedly at the hotel in mad pursuit.Jack, on the
other hand, was regarded by most of the debs as the more appealing and more attractive of the
Kennedy brothers by far. His exceedingly boyish appearance and manner caused some
members of the set to assume that he was Kick’s younger brother, when he was in fact more
than two years her senior. Whereas in the U.S., Kick had been adopted as a mascot by Jack’s
adoring claque of friends, upon his arrival in London it quickly became apparent to him that she
was no one’s mascot anymore, having swiftly established herself at the very center of her select
new English group. Henceforward, Jack’s identity in London would be as Kick Kennedy’s
brother, rather than the other way around.Meanwhile, Joe Junior, in keeping with the
preconceptions established by his father, entered into an important friendship with Hugh Fraser.
As the most ambitious and promising member of the set, Hugh, often spoken of as a possible
future British prime minister, seemed very much Joe Junior’s compeer. Jack, for his part,
gravitated to less promising and less ambitious fellows, such as David Ormsby-Gore and Tony
Loughborough. Nonetheless, the assumption that it was the elder Kennedy brother who was
destined for political preeminence was challenged on at least one occasion—and by someone
other than Kick, who had long been alone in taking such a contrarian view. After observing Jack
Kennedy at a dance, Lady Redesdale was heard to declare, “I would not be surprised if that
young man becomes President of the United States.” Not everyone was equally taken with the
second son, however. Lady Redesdale’s daughter, Debo Mitford—who in later years would
become a close friend of President John F. Kennedy’s—danced with him at the July 13, 1938,
ball presided over by Lady Mountbatten at her London penthouse in honor of her niece Sally
Norton. Debo dismissed Jack Kennedy afterward in her diary as “rather boring but nice.”At the
time, of course, no young man seemed quite as fascinating to Debo as that other much-thwarted
second son, Andrew Cavendish. And never perhaps had Andrew seemed more effectively
thwarted than on the night of Sally Norton’s party, to which Billy had made a point of asking to
escort Kick.Earlier in the evening, Billy had come to collect her at the American Embassy
residence in anticipation of taking her to a smaller, preliminary dinner party hosted by the King’s
brother and sister-in-law, the Duke and Duchess of Kent. When Billy arrived at the embassy
residence, he had been accompanied by his aunt, Adele Astaire Cavendish. The sister and
former dancing partner of Fred Astaire, and now the wife of Eddy Devonshire’s alcoholic younger
brother Lord Charles Cavendish, Adele also had an invitation to dine with the Kents. At length,
insisting that she knew which residence was theirs, she ushered her nephew and his date into
the wrong house. Kick, as was her nature, thought the entire incident hilarious—and, following
her lead, so did Billy, though in other company he almost certainly would have been plunged into
a fit of agitation at his theatrical and often controversial aunt’s mistake. Fortuitously, that air of
hilarity and relaxation established the tone for the young people’s first real date, which continued



at the Mountbatten penthouse, where guests danced on a large balcony that gave long views of
the city below.
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Voves, “Excellent !. I recently read Paula Byrne's bio of Kick and thought it very good. I started
this one and I thought, well one should read both books because while they are about the same
person, the treatment in each is quite different. In Ms Byrne book, we are given a board
Kennedy history and over view . In Barbara Leaming's bio, it begins when Kick arrives in
England in 1938...it hits the ground running so to speak. Both are good and I think one would
benefit from reading both, however I have to give the nod to Barbara Leaming 's book . She
explains the post Billy era of Kick's life the best imo. I don't remember reading in Byrne's that
there was century-old rivalry between Billy's family and the landed family of the man Kick
wanted to marry later.( Fitzwilliam ) It's like you were married to a Hatfield, then you want to
marry a McCcoy. This explains why her long time Billy friends were so horrified, besides the fact
Peter Fitzwilliam was a womanizing rake. To go over the other side so thoroughly was disloyal.
But apparently Kick found a great deal of joy in Peter's arms and had to be with him. Peter was
the opposite of Billy, which may explain part of his allure for Kick. He would not bring back
painful memories and certainly knew what he was doing in bed. Kick was loved by many men,
but they may have seemed like boys next to Peter .Ms.Leaming also relates how the Kennedys
did nothing, literally nothing, about bringing Kick's body back to the US...Old Joe identified her,
since he was there ( and the disgusting old goat made a pass on Billy's young sister at the
funeral ) ...but that was it. Old Joe thought Jack was making arrangements , but there was just
silence coming from America.I rather think Rose forbade Kick's return. It was as if Kick joined
her sister Rosemary in the "children we don't talk" about club . Finally Billy's family had to step in
to bury the poor woman and really Kick belonged to them more than the Kennedys at that point
since,"  Kennedys don't cry" ...and Kick certainly did after Billy died. Excellent book”

Angelica Lussich, “Fascinating reading. Hated religious obstacles to a happy love marriage..
Fascinating book. A window on priviledged life of British aristocracy in the first half of the 20th
Century. I hated how religious (Catholic) fundamentalism on Kick Kennedy's mother ruined her
life and prevented her from a happy marriage. I was also surprised, with modern hindsight, to
see how strongly these people adhered to obedience to parents and long-established social dos
and donts. Even if against fulfilling their lives.”

Sue Kelley, “Fascinating. Fascinating review of the Kennedy sister turned British aristocrat whom
everyone seems to know how she died but no one seems to know how she lived. Also a
wonderful look into pre-WW2 England and the upper crust ancient lineages and homes and a
way of life that no longer exists.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Drawn out but good. There wasn't much to tell about Kathleen Kennedy's
life. She didn't do much that stood out as a Kennedy but Barbara Leaming did a good job of
trying to make as much out of her life as possible. One big complaint is for a biography it's very



odd that it starts with her as a teen instead of at the beginning of her life.”

nuala, “well written and offers a lot of insight to all the Kennedy's as well as the times.. Very
compelling story telling for a biography. It gives a lot of insight to Kick, her family, the effects
growing up in the Kennedy family had on her, and the times in general. I would also pick up
Victora, the book about the Kennedy's boat and the influence sailing had on them each as
individuals.”

Mrs. Mary Johnson, “Excellent biography; begins Kathleen Kennedy's story when she first ....
Excellent biography; begins Kathleen Kennedy's story when she first arrived in London as
daughter of the US Ambassador continuing until her tragic death in an air crashThis book is
particularly strong on the lead up to WW2 and the progress of the war in context of the attitude
of Joseph Kennedy, the growing political awareness of Kathleen Kennedy and the death of Billy
Hartington in the latter days of the war.It is a book that will stand up to re-reading especially for
its account of WW2.The story of Kathleen Kennedy is a sad one but here she is justly re-claimed
for history.”

Mrs D., “Extraordinary insight into the Cavendish and Kennedy families. Fantastic read about a
relatively unknown Kennedy who lived in between two worlds in the extraordinary pre and post
WWII era. Leaming's writing is masterful - the story is uplifting one minute and heart breaking the
next. Extraordinary intimate insight into the Cavendish and Kennedy families. A must read for
anyone interested in reading about strong women and the WWII era of the aristocracy of Britain.
As an American living in Derbyshire England I enjoyed this book so much!”

DAT BYRNE, “Five Stars. Excellent book”

Susan Jane, “Enjoyed reading about the sister of JFK who had she .... Enjoyed reading about
the sister of JFK who had she lived, would have been the 11th Duchess of Devonshire. She
married William Cavendish, Marquess of Hartington against her mother's wishes. Rose Kennedy
opposed the marriage on religious grounds. William was the eldest son of the Duke of
Devonshire and would have inherited the title had he not been killed in 1944, leaving Kathleen, a
widow after a few short months of marital bliss. Kathleen stayed in the United Kingdom.She later
had a relationship with Lord Fitzwilliam. Again, Kathleen's mother was outraged. This time not
only because of her religious beliefs but because Lord Fitzwilliam was married and intending
divorcing his wife to marry Kathleen. The couple were on their way to meet Kathleen's father,
Joseph Kennedy Sr., when the light aircraft they were travelling crashed, killing everyone
onboard. Well written and poignant. Would highly recommend this to anyone interested in the
Kennedy family.”

The book by Barbara Leaming has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 244 people have provided feedback.
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